Genomic selection, enabled by whole genome prediction (WGP) methods, is revolutionizing plant breeding. Existing WGP methods have been shown to deliver accurate predictions in the most common settings, such as prediction of across environment performance for traits with additive gene effects. However, prediction of traits with non-additive gene effects and prediction of genotype by environment interaction (G×E), continues to be challenging. Previous attempts to increase prediction accuracy for these particularly difficult tasks employed prediction methods that are purely statistical in nature. Augmenting the statistical methods with biological knowledge has been largely overlooked thus far. Crop growth models (CGMs) attempt to represent the functional relationships between plant physiology and the environment in the formation of yield and similar output traits of interest. Thus, they can explain the impact of G×E and certain types of non-additive gene effects on the expressed phenotype. Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC), a novel and powerful computational procedure, allows the incorporation of CGMs directly into the estimation of whole genome marker effects in WGP. Here we provide a proof of concept study for this novel approach and demonstrate its use with a simulated data set. We show that this novel approach can be considerably more accurate than the benchmark WGP method GBLUP in predicting performance in environments represented in the estimation set as well as in previously unobserved environments for traits determined by non-additive gene effects. We conclude that this proof of concept demonstrates that using ABC for incorporating biological knowledge in the form of CGMs into WGP is a very promising novel approach to improving prediction accuracy for some of the most challenging scenarios of interest to applied geneticists.
Introduction 1
Early attempts to extend the use of CGMs to enable genetic prediction have focused 22 on developing genetic models for parameters of main process equations within the CGM 23 (Chenu et al. [28] ; Messina et al. [29] ; Yin et al. [21] ). Linking quantitative trait locus 24 (QTL) models and GCMs for complex traits motivated adapting CGMs to improve the 25 connectivity between physiology and genetics of the adaptive traits (Hammer et al. [30] ; 26 Messina et al. [27] ; Yin et al. [21] ). However, despite a tremendous body of knowledge 27 and experience, CGMs were largely ignored for the purpose of WGP. 28 There is ample evidence for the importance of epistasis in crops, including for 29 economically important traits such as grain yield in maize (Wolf and Hallauer [31] , 30 Eta-Ndu and Openshaw, [32] ; Holland [33] ). Yield and other complex traits are the 31 product of intricate interactions between component traits on lower hierarchical levels 32 (Cooper et al. [34] , Hammer et al. [19] , Riedelsheimer et al. [35] ). If the relationship 33 between the underlying component traits is non-additive, epistatic effects can occur on 34 the phenotypic level of complex traits even if the gene action is purely additive when 35 characterized at the level of the component traits (Holland [33] ). This phenomenon was 36 first described for multiplicative relationships between traits by Richey [36] and later 37 quantified by Melchinger et al. [37] . CGMs, which explicitly model these non-linear 38 relationships among traits, have therefore the potential to open up novel avenues 39 towards accounting for epistatic effects in WGP models by explicit incorporation of 40 biological knowledge. 41 The target population of environments for plant breeding programs is subject to 42 continuous change, expansion and increases in diversity (Cooper et al. [2] ). To select for 43 performance in specific environments, genotype by environment (G×E) interactions 44 have to be predicted. Genomic prediction of G×E interactions is therefore of great 45 interest to scientists and practitioners alike. Previous attempts incorporated G×E 46 interactions in WGP models through environment specific marker effects 47 (Schulz-Streeck et al. [38] ) or genetic and environmental covariances (Burgeño et physiological maturity (MTU) . Details on how the values for these traits were generated 85 for the genotypes in the synthetic data set are provided later. However, the values used 86 were within typical ranges reported in the literature. The simulated intervals for TLN, 87 AM, SRE and MTU were [6, 18] therefore differed not only in temperature and solar radiation but also in simulated 99 management practices. The temperature and solar radiation from date of sowing is 100 shown in Fig. 1 and typical growth curves obtained from the CGM for the two 101 environments are shown in Fig. 2 .
102
The CGM can be viewed as a function F of the genotype specific inputs (the 103 physiological traits) and the environment data
where y T LNi etc. are the values of the physiological traits observed for the i th genotype 105 and the weather and management data of environment k is represented as Ω k . To 
Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)

109
ABC replaces likelihood computation with a simulation step (Tavare et al. [42] ). An 110 integral component of any ABC algorithm is therefore the simulation model operator 111
Model(y * ik | θ) which generates simulated data y * ik given parameters θ. In our proof of 112 concept study, the crop growth model F (·) ik represents the deterministic component of 113 Model(y * ik | θ), to which a Gaussian noise variable distributed as N (0, σ 2 e ) is added as a 114 stochastic component. If Model(y * ik | θ) is fully deterministic, the distribution sampled 115 with the ABC algorithm will not converge to the true posterior distribution when the 116 tolerance for the distance between the simulated and observed data goes to zero 117 (Sadegh and Vrugt [48] ).
118
The weather and management data Ω k was assumed to be known, the physiological 119 traits, however, were unknown and modeled as linear functions of the trait specific 120 marker effects
where z i is the genotype vector of the observed biallelic single nucleotide polymorphism 122 (SNP) markers of genotype i, µ T LN etc. denote the intercepts and u T LN etc. the 123 marker effects. For brevity, we will use θ to denote the joint parameter vector represents the prior uncertainty was equal to 2.25 2 . The prior means of AM, SRE and 131 MTU were obtained accordingly and the prior variances σ 2 µ AM , σ 2 µ SRE and σ 2 µ M T U were 132 150 2 , 0.3 2 and 225 2 , respectively.
133
The prior for the marker effects u T LN was N (0, σ 2 u T LN ), which corresponds to the 134 BayesC prior (Habier et al. [57] ). In BayesC, the prior variance of marker effects σ 2 u T LN , 135 which introduces shrinkage, is the same across markers. For simplicity, we set this 136 variance to a constant value and did not attempt to estimate it. Also in this case we The value of σ 2 e , the variance of the Gaussian noise variable that is part of the model 142 operator Model(y * ik | θ), was drawn from a Uniform distribution over the interval
where v e is the residual variance component of the phenotypic grain 144 yield values used to fit the model.
145
Algorithm 1 in Table 1 shows pseudocode for the ABC rejection sampling algorithm 146 we used. We used the Euclidean distance to measure the distance between the 147 simulated and observed data. The tolerance level for the distance between the 148 simulated and observed data was tuned in a preliminary run of the algorithm to result 149 in an acceptance rate of approximately 1 · 10 −6 . The number of posterior samples drawn 150 was 100. We will refer to this ABC based prediction method that incorporates the 151 CGM as ABC-CGM. The ABC-CGM algorithm was implemented as a C routine 152 integrated with the R software environment (R Core Team [58] ). 
Basic ABC rejection sampling algorithm to sample from the approximate posterior distribution of θ.
The additive substitution effects of the QTL were drawn from a Standard Normal 164 distribution. Then raw genetic scores for each physiological trait were computed by 165 summing the QTL effects according to the QTL genotypes of each DH line. These raw 166 scores were subsequently re-scaled linearly to the aforementioned value ranges. Finally, 167 phenotypic grain yield values were created as
where e ik is a Gaussian noise variable with mean zero and variance v e . The value of v e 169 was chosen such that the within-environment heritability of y ik was equal to 0.85. We 170 generated 25 synthetic data sets by repeating the whole process.
171
Estimation, prediction and testing procedure 172
The models were fitted using N = 50 randomly chosen DH lines as an estimation set.
173
The remaining 1500 DH lines were used for testing model performance. Separate models 174 were fitted using the 2012 and the 2013 grain yield data of the estimation set lines. The 175 environment from which data for fitting the model was used will be referred to as 176 estimation environment. Parameter estimates from each estimation environment were 177 subsequently used to predict performance of the lines in the test set in both 178 environments. Predictions for the same environment as the estimation environment will 179 be referred to as observed environment predictions (e.g., predictions for 2012 with 180 models fitted with 2012 data). Predictions for an environment from which no data were 181 used in fitting the model will be referred to as new environment predictions (e.g.,
182
predictions for 2013 with models fitted with 2012 data).
183
As a point estimate for predicted grain yield performance in a specific environment 184 we used the mean of the posterior predictive distribution for the DH line in question.
185
The posterior predictive distribution was obtained by evaluating F (·) ik over the 186 accepted θ samples, using the weather and management data Ω k pertaining to that 187 environment.
188
Prediction accuracy was computed as the Pearson correlation between predicted and 189 true performance in the environment for which the prediction was made. The true grain 190 yield performance was obtained by computing F (·) ik with the true values of the 191 physiological traits.
192
As a performance benchmark we used genomic best linear unbiased prediction 
where β 0 is the intercept, u the vector of marker effects and e i a residual. As before, z i 195 denotes the marker genotype vector. The GBLUP model was fitted with the R package 196 rrBLUP (Endelman [60] The accuracy for observed environment predictions achieved by ABC-CGM was larger 204 than that of the benchmark method GBLUP by 0.15 points, on average ( Table 2 , Fig. 205 3). This superiority of ABC-CGM over GBLUP can be explained by the presence of 206 non-additive gene effects which cannot be captured fully by the latter. In the example 207 scenario we studied, the non-additive gene effects on grain yield are a result of 208 non-linear functional relationships between the physiological traits and grain yield, 209 which was particularly pronounced for TLN ( Fig. 4) . This thus presents a particular al. [63] ). While these models showed some promise, they have not been adopted by 219 practitioners on a larger scale. By combining statistics with biological insights captured 220 by CGMs, ABC-CGM takes a fundamentally different approach and presents a 221 potentially powerful alternative to purely statistical WGP models. [11] ). That the reduction in accuracy for ABC-CGM was less 236 severe than for the conventional benchmark method GBLUP is encouraging because it 237 indicates that the former method did succeed in predicting G×E interactions to some 238 degree.
239
Predicting G×E interactions in new environments in which no yield testing was 240 carried out previously, requires WGP models that link genetic effects (e.g., marker 241 effects) with information that characterizes the environments. Jarquín et al. [40] 242 accomplished this by fitting statistical interactions between markers and environmental 243 covariates. A similar approach was taken by Heslot et al. [41] , who in addition used a 244 CGM to extract stress covariates from a large set of environmental variables.
245
ABC-CGM takes this approach a step further by making the CGM an integral part of 246 the estimation procedure. ). However, with fully deterministic 274 model operators the sampled distribution would not converge to the true posterior when 275 the tolerance level goes to zero (Sadegh and Vrugt [48] ) and instead reduce to a point 276 mass over those parameter values that can reproduce the data. The CGM we used was 277 fully deterministic. We therefore followed the example of Sadegh and Vrugt [48] , who 
293
These algorithms can dramatically increase acceptance rates without compromising on 294 the tolerance levels. They achieve this by sampling from a sequence of intermediate 295 proposal distributions of increasing similarity to the target distribution. Unfortunately, 296 importance sampling fails when the number of parameters gets large, because then the 297 importance weights tend to concentrate on very few samples, which leads to an 298 extremely low effective sample size (Bengtsson et al. [73] ). In the context of sequential 299 Monte Carlo, this is known as particle depletion and was addressed by Peters et al. [72] . 300 We implemented their approach, but were not able to overcome the problem of particle 301 depletion. The number of parameters we estimated was 404 (100 marker effects per 302 physiological trait plus an intercept), which seems well beyond the dimensionality range 303 for importance sampling (Bengtsson et al. [73] ).
304
Another interesting development is MCMC-ABC, which incorporates ABC with the 305 Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Marjoram et al. [74] ). MCMC-ABC should result in 306 high acceptance rates if the sampler moves into parameter regions of high posterior 307 probability. However Metropolis-Hastings sampling too can be inefficient when the 308 parameter space is of high dimension.
309
The greatest computational advantage of the original ABC rejection algorithm over 310 Monte Carlo based ABC methods is that it generates independent samples and 311 therefore readily lends itself to "embarrassingly" parallel computation (Marjoram et 312 al. [74] ). The computation time thus scales linearly to the number of processors 313 available. Using the ABC rejection algorithm therefore allowed us to fully leverage the 314 10/18 high performance computing cluster of DuPont Pioneer. In the era of cloud computing 315 (Buyya et al. [75] ), high performance computing environments are readily available to 316 practitioners and scientists in both public and private sectors. Generality, scalability to 317 parallel computations, and ease of implementation make the basic rejection sampler a 318 viable alternative to more sophisticated approaches.
319
Using prior information We used mildly informative prior distributions, the 320 parameters of which were derived from the population means and variances of the 321 physiological traits. In practice, the required prior information must be obtained from 322 extraneous sources, such as past experiments or from the literature (Brun et al. [68] ).
323
Such information is imperfect and only partially matches the true population 324 parameters of the population in question. We determined the prior parameters from the 325 population itself, but perturbed them considerably to simulate erroneous prior 326 information. Specifically, the average relative discrepancy between the prior parameter 327 used and the true population parameter was 10%. When we increased the relative 328 discrepancy to 25%, prediction accuracy dropped, but only slightly (Table S1 ). Thus, 329 ABC-CGM seems to be relatively insensitive to moderate prior miss specification, as 330 long as the value range supported by the prior distribution is not completely out of 331 scope. If prior information is unavailable, uninformative priors, such as Normal 332 distributions with mean zero and a very large variance, have to be used. This, however, 333 will require a reduced acceptance rate to retain a given tolerance threshold because 334 most of the parameter vectors drawn from the prior in step 1 of the algorithm (1) will 335 be far from the bulk of the posterior. As a consequence, computational efficiency could 336 be reduced considerably. Simons et al. [89] , Saha et al. [90] ). Liepe et al. [47] demonstrate how ABC can be used 363 for parameter estimation with metabolic and other biochemical networks. Using the 364 11/18 principles outlined here for ABC-CGM, metabolic networks might add valuable 365 biological information for the purpose of WGP, too.
366
Despite ever increasing sample sizes and marker densities, most of the genetic 367 variance of complex traits remained unaccounted for in genome-wide association studies 368 (Maher [91] ). Marjoram et al. [49] argued that signal detection power could be increased 369 by augmenting the purely statistical association models used thus far with biological 370 knowledge. They demonstrate their approach by using ABC for incorporating gene 371 regulatory networks into their analysis. Here we showed that the same principle can be 372 applied to WGP by using ABC for integrating a CGM in the estimation of whole 373 genome marker effects. While this study is only a first step and many open questions 374 remain, we conclude that ABC-CGM presents a promising novel path forward towards a 375 new class of WGP models that leverage previously unused sources of knowledge and 376 information and thereby increase prediction accuracy in settings that have proved 377 challenging thus far for plant breeding.
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